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INTRODUCTION 
In [2] we continued the study of closure algebras, initiated by McKinsey 
and Tarski in their extensive papers [5] and [6]. From now on we shall 
speak of interior algebras rather than closure algebras, because of the 
predominance of the interior operator in our treatment. When studying 
a class of algebras, one of the first questions coming up is what the free 
objects, if any, look like. As for the variety of Heyting algebras (strongly 
related to the variety of interior algebras, as we have shown in [2]), the 
finitely generated free objects in this class have been described by Urquhart 
[9]. Except for the free Heyting algebra on one generator, which had 
been determined already earlier by Rieger [8] and Nishimura [7], the 
structure of these algebras is extremely complex and has remained rather 
obscure. The present paper is devoted to an investigation of the finitely 
generated free interior algebras. Here, even a description of the free 
object on one generator seems to be beyond reach, as yet. To illustrate 
the complexity of this algebra we mention one of the more striking results 
we obtain: for every natural number n there is an interval in the Heyting 
algebra of its open elements which contains the free Heyting algebra 
on n generators as a subalgebra. Results of this kind lead us to the question 
if any finitely generated free interior algebra is functionally free, already 
dealt with by McKinsey and Tarski, and if the Heyting algebra of open 
elements of any finitely generated free interior algebra is functionally 
free. Here the notion of generalized interior algebra, i.e. a generalized 
Boolean algebra endowed with an interior operator, is helpful in clarifying 
what is going on. As a result of the analysis we are able to characterize 
the finite interior algebras occurring as intervals in some finitely generated 
interior algebra. Finally we establish some results of a more positive 
nature: it is shown that the Boolean algebras underlying the finitely 
generated free interior algebras are atomic and that the lattices of open 
*) The paper was written with partial support of the Netherlands organization 
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found in the author’s doctoral dissertation [l]. 
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elements of the finitely generated free interior algebras are strongly 
atomic. 
For notation and preliminaries we refer to [2]. In particular, an interior 
algebra is an algebra (L, ($, ., ‘, 0, 0, l)), where (L, (+, ., ‘, 0, 1)) is a 
Boolean algebra, + , ., denoting lattice sum and lattice product, ’ denoting 
complementation and 0, 1 the smallest and largest element respectively. 
The interior operator 0 satisfies lo= 1, (x-y)” = ~0.~0, xog x: and ZOO= ~0. 
The variety of interior algebras will be denoted by Bt. Generalized interior 
algebras are algebras (L, ( + , ., =+, 0, l)), such that (L, (+ , ., =+, 1)) is a 
generalized Boolean algebra (a =+ b denoting the complement of a in the 
interval [ab, l]) and 0 is an interior operator. The variety of generalized 
interior algebras will be denoted by Ba. In a similar way we have besides 
the variety H of Heyting algebras (L, (+, ., +, 0, l)), where + denotes 
relative pseudocomplementation, the variety H- of Brouwerian algebras 
CL, (+, .Y +, 1)). If K is a variety, then PK(m) is the free object in K 
on m generators, for any cardinal m. And if Sz is a set of n-ary K-identities, 
then pK(?Z, ,Q) is the object free over K with respect to the conditions 
52 on the generators (consult [3], page 182, for further information). The 
set of natural numbers will be denoted by ‘BT, the power set of a set X 
by P(X). Besides the notation (b] and [a) introduced in [2] we use [a, b] 
for the interval {xja < x < b}. And if b covers a, i.e. a <b and there is no 
c such that a < c < b, then we write a < b. Finally, the variety of generalized 
Boolean algebras will be denoted by B-, and the notion of generalized 
Boolean extension of a distributive lattice L with 1 but without 0 by 
B-(L). If L E Bt(L E B) then the corresponding Bi-(B--) algebra will be 
denoted by L-. 
1. SOME BASIC RESULTS ON FREE OBJECTS IN B1 
It has been known for a long time that Bs is not locally finite, and 
in fact Kuratowski [4] gave already an example of what proved to be 
an infinite interior algebra generated by one element. Now we know 
simpler examples of such algebras. If c denotes the free generator of 
#‘I-I(~), then [c]B~==B(PH( l)), where B(PH(~)) is the Boolean extension of 
&(l) provided with the usual interior operator (cf. [2], section 2). This 
interior algebra, denoted by H,, may be represented as the Boolean 
algebra of finite and cofinite subsets of n, with open elements 
{P, mlln En) U {P, nl U {n4-2}ln E n) U {(2}) U (4, n}. 
An even simpler example of an infinite interior algebra generated by one 
element is the subalgebra P, of the interior algebra L, where L=.Y(n), 
Lo = {[ 1, n] In E n} U (4, n}, Bi-generated by the element (2nj12 E $I}. It 
is easy to see that P, is infinite - it contains all open elements of L - 
and that in fact it is Bi-generated by (2121n in>, implying that -FIB;( 1) 
is infinite as well. 
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Before dealing with the problem of the atomicity of PBJ~~), we show 
that at least some atoms exist in FB&?&), even open ones. 
1.1. THEOREM. IBM has 2n open atoms, n E n. 
PROOF. Let xl, . . ., & be free generators of PB~(?&). Let 
xp= 
1 
xi if et=1 
xi if et=2 
If f E {1,2)n, then q= m-1 z$)’ is an open atom. Indeed, af is open 
and (of] = [{wQ, . . . , z~u~>]B, = (0, uf} g 2, since xaaf= af if f(i) = 1, and 
*af=O if f(i)=2, i=l, . . . . n. Therefore af is an open atom. Conversely, 
if u is an open atom of IBM, then u Q m-1 x.?~’ for some f E (1, 2jn, 
hence u < (m-1 d’“‘)o = q, thus 21 = uf. 0 
Note that F~,(n)o may have more than 2” atoms, as we show in the 
next theorem for YB& 1). Let Mk, k E n denote the interior algebra 2k 
with open elements 0, 1. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let x be a free generator of PB~(~). Then 
U) x0, X’O are the only open atoms of Ells. 
(ii) PB<( 1)O has three atoms: x 0, X’O and an atom a, where (a] z Mz 
(iii) If O#UEPB,(~)O, then XOGU, X’OGU or u=u. 
PROOF. (i) Is a special case of 1.1. 
(ii) Let a = (xO’x’“‘)O = xO’“x’O’O. If b is an atom of the algebra ~Mz, then 
b’J’Ob’O’O= 1. Since x is a free generator it follows that a# 0. Furthermore 
xu # 0, since otherwise a G ~‘0. Because also a < x’o’, it would follow that 
a Q x’Ox’0’ = 0, which is impossible. Similarly x’u # 0. Finally (xu)O = x% = 0, 
(x’u)~ =x’% = 0, therefore (a] = [xu]ei = [XU]B ? 22, (up = (0, a}, so (u]&V2. 
(iii) Let Of u E PB~( l)O, x0 < u, X’O 4 u. Then u G (xo’x’o’)o, thus 
u=u. 0 
2. PRINCIPAL IDEALS IN pB&) 
In 1.2 we have seen that Q( 1) contains X2 as a principal ideal, 
generated by an open element. The next theorem characterizes more 
generally the interior algebras occurring as principal ideals generated by 
an open element in FBJ~). Since every such ideal is a homomorphic 
image of J’B~(~) (cf. [2], section l), n-generated interior algebras are the 
only candidates. 
2.1. THEOREM. 
(i) Let n E Xl. If 9 is a finite set of n-ary Bi-identities, then there 
exists a u E F~~(n)o such that (u]=F~~(n, Q). 
(ii) If U E Fzi(lz)o, then (u] z -I$(%, {p= l}), where p is some n-ary 
Bs-polynomial. 
Thus an interior algebra L is finitely presentable iff L E (~1, for some 
u E ~~~(?a)~, and some n E Xl. 
PROOF. (i) Any Bt-identity p =Q is equivalent with an identity of 
the form r= 1. Indeed, p =CJ iff (p’ +n) (p +q’) = 1. Suppose that 
LI+#=lli=l, . ..) k). 
If 21, . . . . xn are free generators of PB,(T&), and u= j-$-l p&, . . ., x,), 
then (u] z Fr+(n, $2). Indeed, (u] is generated by the elements xiu, . . ., XnU, 
and p6(x~zc, . . ., xnzd) =pg(xr, . . ., z,). U=U for i = 1, . . ., k since the map 
PB,(n) + (u] defined by x -+ x.u is a homomorphism. If L E Bc such that 
L=[{bl, . . . . bn)], ~(bl,..., b,)=l for i=l, . . . . k, let g:J’s,(n)-+L be a 
homomorphism such that g(a) = bt, i = 1, . . . , n. Then pg(xl, . . ., x~) E g-1((1)), 
hence $(x1, . . . , zn) E g-1( { l}) and therefore [u) C g-l({l}). By the homo- 
morphism theorem there exists a homomorphism #: (u] + L such that 
the diagram 
&$(n) 9tL 
I 
/f 
n I 
(uj” 
commutes. J is the desired homomorphism extending the map qu -+ bi, 
i= 1, . . . . n. 
(ii) Let u E FB,(n)'. Then u =p(xl, . . ., x,), for some Bt-polynomial p, 
if x1, . . . . Xn are free generators of Pq(n). (u] is generated by the elements 
Xl?.&, . . . . xnu, and the generators satisfy p(xlu, . . . . x,u)=p(q, . . . . x,&u= 
= u = lt,,]. The remaining requirement is verified as it was in (i). q 
A similar theorem holds for varieties of (generalized) interior algebras, 
Heyting algebras and Brouwerian algebras. 
2.2. COROLLARY. If L E Ba is finite and generated by n elements then 
there is a u E R+(n)0 such that L s (u], n E Tl. 
PROOF. Let L E Bs be finite and suppose that L= [{al, . . . . a,}]. Let 
pat be the n-ary Bt-polynomial xt, i = 1, . . . , n, and in general let px be a 
Be-polynomial such that pZ(al, . . . , a,) =x, for each x E L. Let Q be the 
collection of equations of the type pz+py=pz+y, pz*p21=p2,y, pi=p%*, 
pzo=p20 for x, y E L and po=O, PI= 1. Then L s PB,(n, J2). For if 
Ll= [{bi, . . . . &.}I and bl, . . . . b, satisfy Q then b&, . . . . b,)lz E L}= LI 
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and the map f : L + Li defined by f(x)=p&, . . . . b,J is a homomorphism 
extending the map CQ + br, i= 1, . . . . n. Since Q is finite, the corollary 
follows. 0 
2.3. COROLLARY. If O< k<n, then there exists a 21 E pB&n)' such that 
hi(k) g (u], n E Il. 
PROOF. h&k) z .hi(n, &=Q+I, QC=Q+Z, . . . . ~=&a}). 0 
2.4. COROLLARY. There exists a u E 1pB6(1)0, such that H, z (u]. Hence 
FB~(~) possesses an infinite number of atoms. 
PROOF. By the remark in section 1 concerning H, and 2.1 (i). If 
p E (u] is an atom in (u], then p is also an atom in FB~(~); since H, 
contains infinitely many atoms, so does FB~(~). 0 
Next we show that not every interior algebra on n generators can be 
represented as a principal ideal generated by an open element in FB,(n). 
We shall present a collection of 2No pairwise non-isomorphic interior 
algebras, all generated by a single element. Since J’s&(n) is countable 
this shows that not every n-generated algebra is isomorphic to a principal 
ideal of Q(n) generated by an open element. Contrast this with the 
result that every l-generated Heyting algebra is isomorphic to a principal 
ideal of &z(l) (cf. [l]). 
Let (a& =a be a sequence of O’s and l’s, such that al = 0. Let 
Xa={(n,O)~nE~}U((n,l)~a,=l,nE~)CDx{O, l}. 
Let 
Ba = (4, ((2, O)>> u {((k 011 1 <k < n>ln E II> U 
{{(k, O)ll<k<n} U {(n+% O)}lnEn> U 
{{(k, O)ll gkgn) u {(n, l)}ln E Xl, aa= 1). 
An example is suggested by the diagram: 
g = 010110 . . . 
12 3 4 5 6 
Let L =9(X.), and define an interior operator on L by taking Ba as a 
base for the open elements ; that is, if x EL let x0= 2 {y E B&y<z): 
then 10 = 1, x0< x, 200 =x0 and (xy)O=xOyO since B, is closed under finite 
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products. If a,= 1, let us write n+ instead of (n, 1) and in general let us 
write n for (n, 0). Let Xz = (n+In E N, ult= 11, and let xa= (l} u X$. The 
Bt-subalgebra of L generated by the element xa will be denoted by L.. 
It is readily verified that La contains all atoms of L and also that Ba C LO,. 
2.5. LEMMA. La g Lb iff a= b, for any two sequences a= (a,),, b= (bR)% 
of O’s and l’s, with ai =bi = 0. 
PROOF. =c- Let 4: La -+ Lt, be a Bt-isomorphism. (1) is the unique open 
atom r, in L., Lb satisfying 1, ‘o’o#r), hence &(1})=(l). Note that if a,=0 
then [l, n] has precisely two open covers, if a, = 1 then [l, n] has precisely 
three open covers. Suppose $({i}) = (i}, 1 f i G n. By the remark just made 
then ui=bl, l~i~n. Since [l, nfl] covers [l,n], $([l, n-t-l]) covers 
9([Lnl) = [I, nl, by th e induction hypothesis. But [l, n+ l] is the only 
open cover of [I, n], such that [l, n+ 11. {n}‘= [l, n-l] U {n+ l} is open. 
Hence &[I, n+ 11. {n}‘)=4([1, n+ l]).&{n})‘=$([l, n+l]).{n}’ is open, 
thus $([l,n+l])=[l,n+l], and ~({n+l})={n+l}, u,+l=b,+l. 0 
2.6. THEOREM. There are continuously many non-isomorphic interior 
algebras generated by one element. 
PROOF. The lemma provides them. q 
2.7. COROLLARY. Not every interior algebra generated by n elements 
is isomorphic to a principal ideal (u] for some u E pBi(n)' and not every 
interior algebra generated by n elements is finitely presentable. 
It follows that not every open filter in J’s,(n), n E n, is principal. There 
are thus not only infinite increasing chains of open elements in $‘sJnJ, 
but also infinite decreasing chains of open elements. Moreover, one can 
also show that there is an element u E J’s$(n)o having infinitely many 
open covers. In fact, the element u E Polo such that (u] e H, is such 
an element. Among its open covers are the elements uk E #'B~( l)o, k = 2, 3, . . . 
where (zck] E L.,, with 
(ak)n= 
i 
0 if k#n 
1 if k=n. 
This gives rise to an infinite set of incomparable open elements. Finally 
we want to note that our example of 2”o pairwise non-isomorphic interior 
algebras generated by one element can easily be adapted to make all 
algebras in the family subdirectly irreducible. 
3. SUBALGEBRAS OF FINITELY GENERATED FREE ALGEBRAS 
An important feature of the structure of any interior algebra is the 
structure of its Heyting algebra of open elements. McKinsey and Tarski 
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[6] showed that Ek(n) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of polo for any 
n E n. They left open the question if PBS(n)' is finitely generated. This 
problem is easily solved using the algebra P, introduced earlier. Indeed, 
P, is a homomorphic image of Psi(l), hence P& is a homomorphic image 
of F~<(l)o according to [2], 2.1. However, P&, is an infinite chain, hence 
not finitely generated as a Heyting algebra. It follows that 
3.1. THEOREM. 
(i) ~B*(?&)O is not finitely generated, n E l2. 
(ii) .&FB,(n)O) is a non-finitely generated subalgebra of lig,(n), n E 32. 
It is well-known that in the variety L of lattices R.(n) E AY(FL(~)), 
for every n E fi: even FL (No) E #(FL(~)). Interior algebras do not have 
this property, as we shall see in the next section; for no n, m E n, n<m, 
.&+(m) E 8(&+(n)). But the lattice of open elements of $$(n) behaves, 
as Heyting algebra, somewhat similar : for every n E Xl there is a b E FB~( 1)0 
such that FH(n) E S([b)o). And in the setting of generalized interior algebras 
the result may be formulated more elegantly: FH-(n) E S(FB*-(l)~), for 
every nell. 
In the proof of the next two lemmas we use a l-generated *-algebra 
- i.e. an interior algebra generated, as Boolean algebra, by its open 
elements, see [2] - and a modification of it. Let cm be the open element 
of H,=B(FH( 1)) corresponding with [l, m] in the representation referred 
to in section 1. Then Hm E (c,] is a l-generated *-algebra, with a maximal 
chain of open elements 0 <cl < . . . <cm = 1. An algebra H,$ is obtained 
from H, by adding an atom 2+ and replacing the atom 2 in every open 
element in which it occurs by the two atoms 2,2+. Then H,$ F 2m+l, 
HA” E H,$, H, B” 2m. Though H,$ is not a *-algebra, it is B;-generated 
by the one element corresponding with (2+, 3}, if rn> 3. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let L E Ba be Br-generated by a finite chain of open 
elements. Then there exists an Lr E Br with the following properties: 
(i) Li is Bt-generated by a single element. 
(ii) There is an a E L? such that [a) g L. 
(iii) .Li is a *-algebra. 
(iv) If L is finite then so is LI. 
PROOF. Let L be Be-generated by a maximal chain of open elements 
O=dl<&<...<dm=l, for some m En, m>l. Let LI be the Boolean 
algebra Hm x L, endowed with the interior operator 0 given by 
(x, y)o= (20, yo.&) where i = max (j]c~<xo). 
The verification that 0 is an interior operator is straight-forward. Thus 
LI E Bz. 
(i) .Li is Bi-generated by the element (cl, 1). Indeed (cl, l)O= (cl, 0), 
hence (0, l)=(cl, O)‘.(cr, 1) E [(cl, l)], and therefore also (1, 0) E [(cl, l)]. 
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Further (ci, 0) =qt((ci, O)).(l, 0) E [(cl, l)], where qi is a unary &-polynomial 
satisfying &(ci)=c2 in LT,, and (0, dt) = (0, l).((ct, 0) + (0, l))O E [(cl, l)]. 
Now if x E Hm, y E L, let pz, qy be Bi-polynomials such that x=p,(cl), 
y=qy(&, dz, . . . &). Then 
(X, Y)=(l, o).pz((cl, o))+(o, l).qu((o, dl), a-. (0, dm)) E [(cl, lbi. 
(ii) L s Ill, O)), since for any y E L, (1, y)“=(l, y”). 
(iii) LI is Ba-generated by the open elements 
(Cl, O), (1, O), (1, dl), -** (1, An). 
Hence L s @[{(cl, 0), (1, 0), (1, di) . . . (1, G&))]H), thus L is a *-algebra. 
(iv) Since H, is finite, H, x L is finite if L is finite. 0 
3.3. LEMMA. Let L E B; be B;-generated by a finite chain of open 
elements. Then there exists an LI E Bi witn the following properties: 
(i) L1 is Ba-generated by a single element. 
(ii) There is an a E L1" such that [a) E L, thus L is a subalgebra of LI. 
(iii) If L is finite then L1 is finite. 
There exists also an LZ E Bg , such that La is a *-algebra, LZ is Bi -generated 
by two elements, and LZ satisfies (ii) and (iii). 
PROOF. It is easy to see that LI = H,$ x L with the interior operator 
defined as in 3.2 works if L is generated by a chain of open elements 
0 = di < . . . cd, = 1. H,$ is not a *-algebra, however. In order to save that 
property, we can use H, x L, noting that H, is Bi-generated by the 
elements 0, cl; therefore H, x L, endowed again with the interior operator 
of 3.2, is Bi-generated by two elements. 0 
3.4. LEMMA. Let L E H- or L E H be finitely generated. Then there 
exists a finite chain which generates L. 
PROOF. We prove the lemma in case L E H-, proceeding by induction 
on the number of generators of L. If L is generated by one element, 
there is nothing to prove. Suppose the theorem has been proved for all 
L E H- generated by m- 1 elements, and let L= [{XI, . . ., x~}]H-, m > 1. 
L=[{x1, . . . . x,-i}]~- is then H--generated by a chain, say by 
D={&<d1< . ..<&}. D c L1. 
Then L is generated by 
D’={dox,~do<do+dlx,g... <dr+&+lxm< 
~dz+l~a~+l+de+2x,~...~d,~a,+x,~. 
Note that if Ogi<n, 
(&+4+1x,)(dt -+&%a)=~(~~ + &%&)+&+1G78@ --f &%a)= 
=&Gn+b%=dB+1Gn. 
25 Indagationes 
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Therefore if c&x, E [D’]H-, for some i, 0 <i <n, then 
&+1x, = (dt + dr+lxm)@ + dixm) E [D’IH-. 
Since ci!Oxm E [D’]H-, it follows that dnxna E [D’]H-, hence also 
Xm = (A +Xm)(dn + &xm) E [D’]H- . 
Therefore xl, . . . . xm E [D’]H-, and L= [D’]H-. 0 
3.5. THEOREM. For each n E n, there exists a b E J'B& 1)‘~ such that the 
Heyting algebra [b)o contains FH(~) as a subalgebra. 
PROOF. By 3.4, PH(n) is H-generated by a finite chain, hence B(PH(n)) 
is Ba-generated by a finite chain of open elements. By 3.2 there exists 
an algebra Li E Bt, generated by one element, and containing an element 
a E Lf, such that [a) g B(FH(~)). Let f : FB& 1) + Li be an onto Ba- 
homomorphism, and let b E j-i({a}). We may assume that b =bo. Then 
P=fW PI --f [a) is a Bz-homomorphism. Furthermore, p is onto: if 
y E [a) let x E FB~(~) be such that f(x) =y. Then 
~(x+b)=f(x+b)=f(x)+f(b)=?/+a=y, 
and x+ b E [b). Since liZI is free, it follows that [b)O contains PH(n) 
as a subalgebra. 0 
3.6. THEOREM. FB; (1)O contains PH- (n) as a subalgebra, for every n E XX 
PROOF. By 3.4 Fn-(n) is H--generated by a finite chain of elements, 
hence B(.#h- (n)) is Bi-generated by a finite chain of open elements. Let 
L1 E B; be the interior algebra whose existence is guaranteed by lemma 3.3, 
that is, Lr is Ba-generated by one element and there exists an a E LY, 
such that [a) g B(pH-(n)). H ence Ir,- (n) E S(LT), Li E H(Fny (l)~), and 
because FH-(n) is free, it follows that $‘H- (n) E S(FB;(~)O). 0 
4. FUNCTIONAL FREENESS OF FINITELY GENERATED ALGEBRAS IN Ba 
AND B; 
Recall that an algebra L in a variety K is called functionally free in 
K if V(L) =K. For any variety K, J’K(&) is functionally free. If L is the 
variety of lattices, then FL(~) is functionally free, since FL(&) E X(J’L(~)); 
2 is functionally free in B. McKinsey and Tarski’s proof of the fact that 
no finitely generated interior algebra can be functionally free in Bz is 
based on the idea that the interior algebra with trivial interior operator 
Mk, where Mk F 2k, M,$ z 2, does not belong to V(Pn,(n)), if we choose 
E E n large enough. The question therefore comes up whether perhaps 
FB,(n)O is characteristic for Bt as far as the lattices of open elements are 
concerned. We shall show that this is not the case, that is, V(FB,(~)O)#H 
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for all n E n. However, it follows easily from the results of the previous 
section that F'(Ps; (l)~) = II-. E ssentially, this means that the only reason 
why F~~(l)o is not characteristic for H is the presence of the 0 as a nullary 
operation. 
Immediately the question comes to mind if McKinsey and Tarski’s 
result that V(FB~(TZ)) # Bz finds its origin in a similar phenomenon. The 
second part of this section is devoted to that question. We prove that 
for all n E n V(FB;(~)) # B;. This shows that the situation here is sub- 
stantially different: whereas FB$(~)o is not functionally free in H since 
it is not “general enough” near the 0 which is there as a nullary operation, 
FB~(~) is in a much more essential way non functionally free in Br. In 
order to arrive at this result we introduce the “rank of triviality” of a 
(generalized) interior algebra, which measures how far the algebra is from 
being a *-algebra. This notion gives rise to a strictly increasing chain of 
subvarieties Tg , T, , . . . of subvarieties of B,, (the first one of which is 
generated by its *-algebras) with the property that T; = V(FB~:(~)), n in, 
implying that V(FB; (n)) # Bi. 
In section 1 we have seen that FB,(~)o has 3 atoms and that for every 
u E FB& l)~, u # 0, (u] contains one of those atoms. More generally we have 
4.1. LEMMA. Let L E Br be finitely generated. 
(i) LO has at least one atom. 
(ii) LO has only finitely many atoms. 
PROOF. (i) Let L=[{Q, . . . . x,,}]B~. We may assume that xtxj= 0 if 
l<i<jgn and that 2-1 ~=l. Let A C {xi, . . . . x~> be a minimal set 
such that (x A)o# 0. Such a set exists, since (z {xi, . . . , xn})O= 1 # 0, and 
is non-empty. Let a = (2 A)o, then (a] is generated, as interior algebra, 
by {X&Q E A}. Indeed, (a] is generated by zla, . . . . %,a, but if xi $ A, then 
x~u=x~(~ A)o<xz.(z A) = 0. Let LI = [{~ulxa E A}]B C (a]. If y E LI, then 
y =z (xtulx~ E A’) for some A’ C A. Hence 
yo= (2 {X@lX{ E A’})O= 
thusyo=OifA’CA,andyo=uifA’=A. HenceL1=[{~~u]x~EA)]Bi=(u], 
and Lg= (0, u}. So a is an atom in LO. 
(ii) Let a E LO be an atom in LO. Then (a] is an interior algebra, 
generated by xiu, . .., %,a, such that (a]~= (0, u>. Therefore 
[{Xl% .--, x&}]B = [{Xl% . . . , “na)]B,, 
thus 1 (u]] g 2”. There are only finitely many homomorphisms L + MP, 
and since different atoms in LO give rise to different homomorphisms 
L --f NP, it follows that there are only finitely many atoms in LO. 0 
We are now in a position to prove 
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4.2. THEOREM. pBi(12)’ is not characteristic for H, for any n E n. Hence 
there exists no finitely generated L E Ba, such that LO is characteristic 
for H. 
PROOF. By 4.2 (ii) we know that FB,(n)O has finitely many, say k 
atoms. Note that since for any u E Fr+(n)O (u] is a finitely generated 
interior algebra it follows from 4.1. (i) that every u E &(n)O, u # 0, 
contains an atom of FB,(n)“. Let m E Yll be such that 2m > k, and consider 
the equation &l,zp (HE=1 Xfi(*)“)‘o= 1, where 
xii = 
1 
xt if &a=1 
xi if e(=2. 
If f, g E { 1, 2}m, f # g, then HE1 x~(~)~.JJ!.~ #“= 0. If we evaluate the 
left hand side of the given equation in Fz&) for any assignment of 
Xl, -*', %a, then one of the terms n& #)” will get the value 0, since 
otherwise we would have > k disjoint non zero open elements, each of 
which would contain an atom of lig,(n)O, which is impossible. Therefore 
I-& xP= 0 for some f E {I, 2}m, and hence &l.z,m (l-&l ~?‘)‘)‘o= 1, 
for any assignment of 21, . . ., xna in hi(n). 
Nowlet~=~(F~(m)@1),~“=FB(m)@1~22m@1, andletai,...,a,E 
E (lag] be the free Boolean generators of (l~g(~J. In L, J& afi’O 
is an open atom and (nC1 a{(i)o)‘o G ~F~(,,Q < 1. Hence 
2 ( fi ai(i)o)‘o< lFg(rn) < 1, 
fS(l.2)~ i-1 
and therefore the identity 2 frt1,2)m (ml x{(~)‘)‘o= 1 is not satisfied in L. 
We conclude that L $ V@,(n)). I n virtue of [2], 4.1 we have V(Iigi(n)o) C 
C ‘V(F&(n))O. If LO E v(FBi(n)O) th en LO E v(F$n))o, hence L=B(Lo) E 
E v@&(n)), contradicting the conclusion just arrived at. Therefore 
Lo $ v(F+)“), and &(n)O is not functionally free in H. 0 
We thus obtained at the same time a new proof of Tarski and McKinsey’s 
result, that F$n) is not characteristic for Bt, for any n E n. The corollary 
following now is a theorem of McKinsey and Tarski [6]. 
4.3. COROLLARY. FH@) is not characteristic for H, for any n E~X 
PROOF. By 4.2, since Ek(n) E 8(FBi(n)O). 0 
Roughly speaking, the proof of 4.2 shows that FB~(~z)o is not general 
enough near the 0 element to be characteristic for H. The presence of 
the 0 as a nullary operation seems to be crucial. And indeed, the results 
of the previous section enable us to state 
4.4. THEOREM. FB,(~)o is characteristic for H-. 
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PROOF. By 3.6 for every n E $2 RI-(~) E S(FB~( l)~). Hence 
H-= ~((ht-(?%)ln En}) c v(FB;(l)') c H-. 0 
As mentioned before we still wish to answer the question of the functional 
freeness of the algebras FB~- (n) in B,T . It shall be answered in the negative, 
and in order to arrive at that conclusion we shall show that if n E n 
we can choose Ken large enough such that Mk does not belong to 
‘V(Fq(n)). I n oin so we use the same approach Tarski and McKinsey d g 
used in their proof of the non-functional freeness of h,(n) for Bz, for 
any n E n. However, it seems not possible to modify their proof so as 
to make it applicable to the B;-case. Our argument will be quite different, 
and it will at the same time provide an elegant proof of their result. 
Let L E Bt. The rank of triviality TT(L) of L is the smallest cardinal 
number m such that there exists a set X C L, 1x1 =m, with the property 
that L= [B(D) u Xl,. If L E Bi, Q(L) is defined similarly, the set X 
now having the property that L = [B-(Lo) u X]B-. If L is a *-algebra, 
that is, L= B(Lo), then apparently c+(L) = 0. If L is an interior algebra 
with trivial interior operator, then YT(L) is just the rank of L considered 
a Boolean algebra. 
Next we define a sequence of varieties T; = V({L E BC /m(L) in}) and 
T,= V({L ~Btlrr(L)~n)), for n=O, 1, 2, . . . . In particular, To is the 
variety Br introduced in [2]. Note that Ti-’ may contain algebras L 
with m(L) >n ; indeed, the algebra P, introduced in section 1 has 
IT= 1, since P,= [B(P&) u {x>]B but P,#B(P$). Since P, is a 
subdirect product of its proper homomorphic images, all of which are 
*-algebras, P, E To. 
In the proof of the following theorem we generalize a method employed 
in McKinsey and Tarski [5] to prove that Bs is generated by its finite 
members. 
4.5. THEOREM. T; and T, are generated by their finite members of 
rank of triviality <n, for n= 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
PROOF. We prove the theorem for T,, n> 0. Suppose that 
T,# V({L E T,JL finite and w’(L) in}). 
Then for some I E n there exists an Z-ary Bt-polynomial p such that the 
equation p(xr, . . . , ~1) = 1 is satisfied in 
V( {L E T,IL finite and t+(L) <n}) 
but not in Tn. Let L E Ts, al, . . . . al EL such that p(al, . . . . al)#l. We 
may assume that ‘IT(L) in. Let ~(xi, . .., xl), i = 1, . . ., m be a shortest 
sequence of sub-polynomials of p ordered according to increasing com- 
plexity. 
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Let br=qi(al, . . . . al), i = 1, 2, . . . m. Let yl, . . . . yn E L be such that 
L = [B(Lo) u (yl, . . . , Y~}]B. Every bg, i = 1, . . . , m can be represented in the 
form Et, c~~@~‘&@ . . . yy’, where fl, . . ., fin are all possible maps 
(1, -**> nj -+ (1, 2}, and 
y;k = yk if EM= 1 
y; if Ek’2, 
and cu, j=l, . . . 2n, belong to B(P). In its turn, every cu can be written 
as EL, (uf)’ . &, with uf, ~2 E LO. Let 
&~=B([{U$,?$lk=l, . . . . !Qj, i=l, . . . . ‘WA, j=l, . . . . 2n}]Dol) 
and let Li = [LO u (~1, ~2, . . . , Y~}]B. Since Li is finite, we may provide ~51 
with an interior operator 01 by defining ~01 =z {y E Lrly GX, yo= y}. It 
follows that 
[{I$, &lk=l, 2, . . . ngf, i=l, 2, . . . m, j=l, 2, . . . 2*}]~~~ c-h?, 
hence Li = [B(L,“1) u {yi, ~2, . . . Y~}]B, which implies that rr(L1) <n. 
Though LI in general is not a subalgebra of L, we claim that the value 
of p evaluated at al, ~2, . . . al in L1 equals the value of up evaluated at 
a, a2, 0.. al in L, or, in symbols : p~~(al, as, . . . a~) =p~(al, ~2, . . . a~). Indeed, 
if QL~(UI, a2, . . . al) =q~~(al, a~, . . . a~), for all j<i, i E (1, 2, . . . m], then 
qaL,(al, a2, *. * at) =qtL(al, a2, . . . al). This is obvious if qt(xl, ~2, . . . xl)= 0, 1 
or xj, for some j, l~j~l, and if qg=qj+qk, qg=qj-qk or qi=q; for j, kti, 
since LI is a B-subalgebra of L. If qi =qf, then qiLl(al, ~2, . . . al) = 
=qjLl@l, f32, *.* al)01 = bil Q b; = ba, but by the definition of 01, bc < byl, hence 
b;l = bz = q&l, a2, . . . a~) and therefore qtLl(al, as, . . . a~) =qrL(al, a2, . . . at). 
Thus p~~(al,a2, . . . al) # 1, L1 is finite and r~(L1) G n, contradictory to 
our assumption. 0 
4.6. LEMNA. Let L E Ba or L E B;. 
(i) If LI E H(L), then r~(Ll)<m(L). 
(ii) If a E LO, then rr([a)) <rrr(L). 
PROOF. Suppose that L= [B(D) u X]B, with IX) =TT(L). 
(i) Let f : L + L1 be an onto Ba-homomorphism. Then 
LI = [B(G) u f[Xll~ and e&W G If[X] j Q 1x1 = m(L). 
(ii) Let a E LO. Then [a) = [B([a)o) u {x+alx E X}]B. Indeed, if z E L, 
then z=&l CI I-J Xi, where Xt is a finite subset of X u {x’lx E X>, 
ci E B(Lo), n E n. If z> a, then 
z= -&~xi+a= i (ca+a).~{x+alxE&}E [B([u)o) U {x++=X}]B, 
i=l i-1 
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since if cg= %*-I ui.vj, uj, vj E LO, then 
cz+a= %bJj+a= 2 (u:+u)(vj++ 5 (U5+a)$z).(v5+u) EB([a)O)* 
i=l i=l i=l 
Therefore TT([u))~({x+u~~EX}I~IXI=TT(L). 0 
4.7. THEOREM. 
(i) ToCT1C...CT,CT,+lC...CBs, V(UTn)=Br 
(ii) TcCTiC...CT;CTn+lC...CBi, V(iJTl)=Bi. 
PROOF. It is clear from the definition of Tla, Ti that T, C Tm+l, 
T; CT;+1, for n=O, 1, 2, ..,. Furthermore, in McKinsey and Tarski [5] 
it is shown that Bt is generated by its finite members; in a similar way 
one can show that B; is generated by its finite members. Obviously 
BiF C u Tn, B% C lJ T; , therefore Bt = V(U Tn), Bi = V(lJ Ti ). We prove 
now that T; C TL+~, n= 0, 1, 2, . . . . In a similar manner one can show that 
T, C T n+l, n= 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let MY&+1 denote the generalized interior algebra 
with open elements 0, 1 and 2 n+i atoms. It is easy to verify that 
rr(MY$+i) =n+ 1, therefore M;,+i E Tk+l. We claim that M$+i 6 T;. 
Since in ML, V xi, . . . , XZk+1 Vl+qG++l q =xf, it follows that in MT 
the following equation is satisfied: 
2 (Xi =+ Xj)O(Xj * x#= 1 
l<i<i<ek+l 
and therefore also 
zk+l zk+l 
(( 2 (Xi ==+- Xj)O(Xj ==+ Xf)“) 3 n x:)0= n xi”. 
lG<i<2k+l i=l i=l 
Let the left hand side of this equation be called fk. Let I= 2n, then the 
equation fl(X1, . . . , x~z+~ ) = JJ$il zt is not satisfied in M,i+l: since M,i+l 
has 22”+l> 22” + 1 elements we may assign to xi, . . . , ~~:21+~ different values, 
in which case we obtain 1 =O, a contradiction. We claim however, that 
fzh, ...> x22+1 ) = RF:+,1 & is identically satisfied in T;. Suppose not. By 
4.5 there exists a finite LeBi, r~(L)<n, al, . . . . CC~Z+~ EL such that 
fzh a29 **a, a2~+1) > n;;“E+11 ai = a. [a) is a finite generalized interior algebra 
and by 4.6 (ii), rr([u))<n. Let b E LO be such that 
a i b<fz(a, a2, ..a u,z+,). 
LO 
Such a b exists, since L is finite, fl(ai, ~2, . . . a,~,,) is open and >a. Then 
[a, b] E H([u)), hence by 4.6 rr([u, b])<n and since [a, b]o= {a, b}, 
[a, b] e MC for some k, 1 <.k < 2%. By the remark made above, 
f&lb, . . . . a2z+l. b) =a in [a, b]. But on the other hand fl(alb, . _ ., u,~+,.b) =
=fz(Q, *-*, a,z+,).b= b. Since a# b, we arrived at a contradiction. Thus 
we have found an equation, identically satisfied by T;, but not by M2;+l. 
Therefore M2;+l $ T; . 0 
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4.8. COROLLARY. F -( ) By n is not characteristic for B;, for any n E Tr. 
Likewise, Fq(n) is not characteristio for Bs, for any n in. 
PROOF. Let xi, . . . . X~ be free generators of FB;(~). Then FB;(~) = 
= [@Fq-(n)“) U {XI, . . . . x~)]B-. Indeed, let f be any B--polynomial, of 
arity m>O, yi, . . . . y,,, ~B(liTgi(n)O) u {XI, . . ..G}. then 
f(Y1, 'a*> ym)O E B(FB; (n)'), 
hence 
[B(h-(n)O) U {XI, . . . . z~}]B- =[B(FB~(~)O) U {XI, . . . . G}]B; =FB;(~). 
Therefore ~,(FB; (n)) Q n. and FB; (n) E ‘K , hence 
V(FB; (12)) _C T; C &. 
In similar way one shows that 
V(Fq(n)) _C ‘L C Bz. 0 
In the proof of 4.8 we show that FB; (n) E T;, FB~(~) E T,, for n E TX 
In the B; case, we are able to prove that in fact FB,:(~) is characteristic 
for T;. 
4.9. THEOREM. V(ligi(n)) =T;, thus FB;(~) is characteristic for T;, 
nETI. 
Since by 4.2 v(Fsg(n)O) #H, and on the other hand Ti = H, it follows 
that v(Fq(n)) C T,. 
We need a lemma, which is related to lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
4.10. LEMMA. Let n E n. Let L E Bi be finite such that ‘IT(L) in. There 
exists an Li E Br, also finite, such that .LI is Bt-generated by in elements 
and such that there is an a E LO with [a) g L. 
PROOF. There exists a chain of open elements in L, say 
D={O=dl<d2<...<dm=1}, 
such that 
do <&+I, i=l,2, . . . m-l. 
LO 
Then B(D) =B(D). By 4.6 the interior algebra [& &+I] is B-generated by 
{&,dt+1) u {d, xi?, *** xi} C [a, c&+1] for some xf, xi, . . . xt, 
where we may assume that I& < xi Q c&+1. Let xj = z1 xi.&, j = 1, 2, . . . n. 
We proceed as in the proof of 3.2 : let .Li = H, x L, and define an interior 
operator 0 on LI by (x, y)o= (x0, yo.&), where i = max (jlq<xo}. Then 
LI E BI, and we claim that LI is generated by the elements 
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Indeed, (cl, zi)O= (cl, 0), hence 
(0, a)=(c1, O)'.(Cl, a) E [{(Cl, Xl), (0, x2), *** (0, %&)>I, 
and therefore also 
(1, &)O=(l, 0) E [{(Cl, Xl), (0, 52), a-* (0, %a)}l* 
It follows from our choice of $1 that s? = 0: suppose that Ofu =uO<&= 
= JJL (x:‘+dt). s ince (u] is finite, there is an atom p of LO, p <u<xi. 
But there must exist an j E { 1, 2, . . . m}, such that p = d&+1. Then &$+i = 
=p <xi f 2; .+ c& which implies that xf f a?* + d;+l. But this contradicts our 
assumption d* < xi, G &+I. Therefore xi“ = 0. We have thus (1, 0) and there- 
fore also (0, 1) at our disposal; (cl, 1) generates H, x B(Lo) according to 
the proof of 3.2, providing ((1, c&)]i= 1, 2, . . . nz>, which together with 
(1, Xl), (1, x2), ... (1, x,) yield (1) x L and thus all of L1. Obviously 
L E [(l, 0)), and L1 is finite. 0 
4.11. LEMMA. Let n E n. Let L E B; such that VT(L) in. There exists 
an L~EBF, also finite, such that LI is Bi-generated by <n elements 
and such that L s [a) for some a E LO. 
PROOF. As 4.10, now using H,$. 0 
PROOF OF 4.9. Let n en. Let L ET;, L finite, r~(L)<n. By lemma 
4.11, r/~SH(lh;(n)). Since T;=V({LEB;IL finite and m(L)cn)) by 
4.5, it follows that TG Z V(Fq(n)). The reverse inclusion holds also, as 
has been shown in the proof of 4.8. 0 
Note that it follows from 4.10 that T,= V({[a)la E FB&~)O}). 
We finish this section with a characterization of the finite interior 
algebras [u, w], u, o E FBI(n)', or u, v E Fq(n)O, n E n. 
4.12. THEOREM. 
(i) Let L E B; be finite, n in. There exist U, v E FB;(~)'J such that 
L s [u, v] iff q-(L) <n. 
(ii) Let L E Bi be finite, n E 1T. There exist u, w E FB,(n)O such that 
L gg [u, v] iff TT(L)gn. 
PROOF. (i) =+- 4.6 and proof of 4.8. 
-c= By lemma 4.11 there exists an LI E B;, finite, B;-generated by n 
elements, such that L g [a) for some a E G. By 2.2 for Bi, LI g (u] for 
some w E P~;(n)o. If (t corresponds with u E (v]O, then [u, V] g L. 
(ii) Similarly, using 4.10. 0 
5. THE ATOMICITY OF pB@) 
In showing that yBd(n) (and similarly that h;(n)) is atomic we use 
a principle of a more general nature. Because of the applicability elsewhere 
we present it in its general form. 
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Let K denote a non-trivial variety of (generalized) interior algebras, 
and let KrCKsC... C K be a chain of non-trivial subvarieties of K, 
such that V( UncN Km) = K, and such that K, is locally finite, n in. 
Note that K is then necessarily generated by its finite members. Let 
k: ER. We wish to describe FK(~) in terms of the FK*(~), n E II 
Let xl, . . . . Xk be free generators of FK(~), y;“, . . . . y: free generators of 
FK,(~), n in. By 2.2 there exists a Us E F~(k)o, such that (u,] g Fx,,(k), 
while stun corresponds with y?, for i = 1, . .., k. In fact, there exists a 
chain of open elements in FK(~), ui < uz < . . . <Us < . . . , such that for each 
n E n there exists an isomorphism 4% : (u,] + FK,(~) with the property 
that & o gn = fn, fn being the homomorphism FK(~) + FK,(~) satisfying 
fn(xt)=yT, i= 1, . ..) k, and gn being the projection FK(~) + (u,], defined 
by x I+ x.u~. Let nmm: (u,] -+ (urn] for n>rn> 1 be the homomorphism 
defined by x I+ x.am. Then nml o nnm =nnl, for n>m > I> 1. Thus we 
have an inverse system @F= ((~~1, n,mln>m> l}, and the inverse limit 
UF= lim @t exists, since the (u,], n> 1, are finite (cf. Gratzer [3], p. 131). 
Recall that 
co 
u,“={(Xn)n E n (Unll~Zrn(XZ)=Xm, l>m> l}. 
n=1 
Let ndn: UF --f (u,] be the canonical projection. Let zt=(uixt, usxi, . ..). 
i= 1, . ..) k. Then 5 E U,“, and we claim hhat FK(~) E [{q, . . . . zk}] C Uf, 
and hence that Fg(k) E S( CT:). It is well-known that because of the fact 
that K= V((JE1 K,) we only need to show that every map z( I-+ al, 
i=l , --*, k, to an algebra L= [(al, . . ., ak}] belonging to some K, can be 
extended to a homomorphism from [{zr, . .., zn}] to that algebra. But if 
L E K,, then there exists a homomorphism h: FK,(k) +- L such that 
h(y?)=aa, i=l, . . . . k and 
h o& 0 SZ,~[{.& ..a, zk}]: [{xl, ..*> zk)l + L 
is the desired homomorphism extending the map xi + at, i = 1, . . . k. 
We have proved 
5.1. THEOREM. FK(k) is isomorphic with a subalgebra of an inverse 
limit UF of a chain of order type w* of finite algebras, for k E 12. 
If K = Bz, there is such a chain of locally finite subvarieties : the sequence 
(Bd: Pa), n= 1, 2, . . . (cf. [2], section 5). 
5.2. THEOREM. hi(k) is atomic, for all k E Il. 
PROOF. Let un ~Fq(k)o be such that (u,] g F(q:p,)(k) and let 
z E FBi(k), Z# 0. Then, by the proof of 5.1, Zun # 0 for some n E n. Since 
(u,] is finite there is an atom a E (u,] such that UQZU,. Then a is an 
atom of FB,(k), and a<z. 0 
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Recall that a lattice L is called strongly atomic if for all U, v EL such 
that u<v there is a WEL such that u < WQV. 
5.3. THEOREM. FBJ~) 0 is strongly atomic, for all k En. 
PROOF. Let u, v E #'g,(k)0 be such that u < v. Then there is a ula E Fr$(k)‘, 
(u,] E F(B~:P,)(~), such that uuII. < VZL~. Since (u,] is finite there is a 
w E (u,]* such that uul?. < w G vvn. Then WEPBi(k)' and u <u+w<v. q 
Similar results hold for pB;(k) and p~,(k)'J. Using the Bi-version of 
5.3 a direct proof can be given of 4.8, without interference of the varieties 
T; . The techniques involved in this proof may be found in [l] and will 
be published elsewhere. 
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